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About This Game

You are no hero, no saviour, you are just a simple farmer by the name of Greather.

Your wife left to get some supplies early this morning, but she has not returned as of yet and the sun has now set.
You know how harsh the lands beyond your village can be.

Venture across this open Medieval world in search of your wife Ellyn.
Complete tasks given to you by others while on your journey, do whatever you can to find her.

Criminals and other foul creatures roam the wild, so make sure you are prepared before venturing out too far into the
wilderness.
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Title: The Life Of Greather
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
GreatherGames
Publisher:
GreatherGames
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 , 8 , 10

Processor: Intel Celeron G1840 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce Gtx 650 Ti 1GB or equivalent

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1280 x 720 minimum supported resolution
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This game is a lot of fun! It took me awhile to get used to the kind of floaty controls, but once I did I was able to enjoy it a lot
more. I\u2019m super happy with it and can\u2019t wait to try and grind my way through this game. I also made a play through
if anyone is interested.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QjrZ9cSOu40
. great mod hope it gets more work done on it tho it has loads of potental :3. It's like dota international, but more CSGO-like. I
found this video to be very interesting. No regrets 10/10. This "game" was TERRIBLE. Nonsensical puzzles, horrible English,
and it's just a bog standard Flash game running via a standalone Flash player. Trust the low Metacritic score, don't trust the
bizarrely high Steam review score.. A quite fun co-op Tower Defence game.
You run around as a robot building stuff, carrying stuff and firing and stuff using towers you carry.
You need to move towers, build towers, upgrade them and figure out what combos work the best and so on.. A short but sweet
campaign expansion. The story fills in a few gaps in the existing campaign and teases of the direction that a larger expansion or
a sequel will go in. The new missions don't seem as difficult as the main campaign, but do play with some different mechanics
that the main campaign didn't use much of, if at all.

As a free update for anyone who currently owns the game this pack is awesome, how well priced it will be for new players has
yet to be seen. The new campaign should take most players no more than two hours to complete.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Gu7sLTVzQXE

Quite a fun game, with some frustration thrown in.

I've played around half an hour of this game so far and am about to fire it up again.

Since it's early access you have to understand there are some issues, such as the draw distance of the mines. Whether this was a
choice to make the game harder, I'm not sure but given how quick the character moves it causes me a little more frustation.

Character movement is my one main criticisms of this game and well worth a look at by the devs. Everything moves so fast but
you have to be careful and move so slowly.

Recommended and will be checking this game out more as it's updated.

For more impressions and gameplay check out the link above.. This is just a Masterpiece. I wasn't so sure about that with just
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Chapter 1, but with Chapter 2 I can say now for sure that Supipara is a 10\/10 Masterpiece.
I'am not gonna Lie, I had a few Tears in my Eyes towards the End, it was just so beautiful.
Compared to the Open Ending in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 has a Complete and really Satisfiying ending and oh my god, I was so
Happy about it!!!
Hotaru Amano is just a really well thought out Character with a really well thought out Backstory.
She may seem untouchable at first but thats not the case.
Once you actually got to her, she really opens Up and becomes really lovely.
The Soundtrack is as Good as Ever 10\/10 there also.
Overall is this just a really really good Slice of Life Visual Novel with good Comedy a Touch of Magic and Drama.

I Highly recommend this Visual Novel to Anybody! You don't even need to read Chapter 1 to understand everything in Chapter
2.

Hotaru Amano is a also a really good Waifu\/Wife even if you don't see that at the beginning but trust me, she is!

10\/10 Masterpiece

Good Job Minori! I Love you now for this VN.. A fun game, but the lightmap needs to be turned down to see the upper table.
Otherwise it is just a blur of bright colors.. I feel like this is a Wes Anderson script, made into a game. I love it.
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Enemy spawn points are not thought out properly, making new start very annoying and unable to defend against enemies that
spawn near your base when you arent even there.. Fun tower defence game! reminds me of element TD in wc3

Its also very challenging, there are a lot of waves and decisions to make on where to put your gold

That difficulty can be offset if you grind and play the map again with a stronger power level though!. I love this game. Watched
a let\u2019s play of it on YouTube and instantly bought the 4-pack.
Have been playing it with a few friends for a few days now and we all love it.
Can\u2019t wait for the development to continue.
. eh why not. i mean theres co-op and multiplayer. plus building\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. A short but very enjoyable
platform game.. It's Arkanoid squared. If you like brick breaking games, this is the ultimate version. Highly recomended for
visual, audio, and gameplay.. If you are into fast pace MMORPGs like I am. This is 100% hands down the best on I've played.
I'm a avid player of ESOL and Warcraft, and I can proudly say AO(atulos online) is up there with the greats. 2/10
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